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ROOM DRESSING IDEAS 



Speak Easy Entrance Cream Fountain 
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Curtain 

Gold Fountain 

Giant Red Carpet 

Entrance 
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Waterfall 

Lights 

Star Cloth 

Backdrop 

Circular Bar Lamp Post 



Fred Astair 

Silhouette Panel 

Al Capone & Car 

Silhouette Panel 

Couple Dancing 

Silhouette Panel 

Gangster 

Silhouette Panel 

Easel with Shabby 

Chic Frame 

Paparazzi Large 

Silhouette Panel 

Art Deco 
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Deco Bar 



TABLE CENTRE IDEAS 



   

        Art Deco                 Frosted Candelabra         Acrylic Lampshade         Crystal Candelabra       Lampshade Black Trim  

     Lampshade Fluffy              Martini Glass                  Tall Mirrorball                Pixel Crystal                   Triple Bucket Pixel           



ENTERTAINMENT IDEAS 



Jazz Dynamos 
 

Whether you need a duo for cocktails, a trio for dinner jazz, or a band to perform hits and firm 
favourites from swing to modern day, Jazz Dynamos have the experience, attitude and 
understanding to come up with the goods. They are a 5 piece band with both female and male 
vocalists, and play music from the last 90 years right up to current day – so they can certainly 
play some music from the Gatsby/Swing era, with a cross section of more popular modern 
music. 
Optional extra – They can provide music when guests arrive, as a keyboard and double bass duo  
 

Experience - Johnny Depp, Leonardo Di Caprio, Sir Anthony Hopkins, Uma Thurman, Kevin 
Spacey, Nicole Kidman, Tom Cruise and Prince William and Prince Harry have all enjoyed the 
band, and Sir Paul McCartney even joined us on stage to sing at his Christmas Party! 
    

 
 
 
Singing Waiters 
 

This is a show with a wonderful twist in the shape of a surprise singing extravaganza! The act 
will consist of a West End performer who will be ‘planted’ and dress and act as chef, waiter, 
Maitre’d or even a guest sitting at a table. They will burst into song, stunning the room with 
rousing opera favourites & sing along pop classics. 
 
 

 

 

Aerial Artists  
Aerial Performers will add that touch of elegance to your entertainment for the evening.  
Choose from Hoops, Silks or Swings.   
This is dependent upon suitable ceiling height of the venue. 
 
  
 



Living Tables 
Something a little different for your pre dinner drinks!  Living tables are perfect 
dotted around the room or stationed at the entrance to offer that lovely first glass of 
Prosecco! 
 
 

 

 
 

  

 

Flair Barmen and Cocktail Making 
Our flair barmen can put on a show whilst delivering cocktails to guests.   During 
show times the barmen will invite guests behind the bar to mix their favourite tipple! 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The Fat Gangsters 
The fat gangsters like being larger than life and wreaking havoc at parties. Detailed 
costume comes complete with tailored gangster suits. They look tall, mean and fun! 
One of our biggest photo character attractions. 
 

Mix and Mingle Entertainment 
We can offer a variety of  characters to mix and mingle with your guests during pre 
dinner drinks.  These can be from Showgirls on Stilts, Glow Robots, ‘Human Chimps’ 
and close up magicians. 
 

 



Gangsters and Flapper Girls 
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Additional Information: 
 
A full package can be costed together for you dependent 
upon your preference and requirements.   
We can then use this as a starting point to work from in order 
to build the best possible evening with maximum effect to 
meet your budget. 


